
Bags on Rolls

Clear plastic bags on rolls offer many bene�ts in a variety of environments.  Whether your application 
calls for our handy dispenser packs which can be stored in a cabinet or on a shelf, or you plan to use our 
conventional poly bags on rolls which dispense from three cm (3cm) cores, the ease of use can be 
tremendously advantageous.

Many of our larger polyethylene bags on rolls are too big to be packed loose in cases, thus the rolls make 
them practical for you to use and for us to manufacture.  These, too, are on three centimetre paper cores 
(3cm) will accommodate a one inch (1") diameter dispenser bar.

Like the vast majority of our products, these bags are all food safe, FDA approved for packaging or 
contact with any product intended for human consumption.  Only 100% virgin raw materials are used to 
produce these bags, making them not only safe for food and pharmaceuticals, but also contributing to 
consistently high quality.  We can provide you with an FDA approval letter upon request.
Our large selection of stock items is complemented by our ability to also produce custom sizes.  Custom 
poly bags often cost less than stock poly bags, and our minimum quantity requirements for custom runs 
may surprise you.  You can custom tailor the dimensions to provide a very precise �t and the gauge 
(thickness) to provide just the right strength.

The photo shown is an example of bag style only.
Dimensions listed represent the actual size
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Clear Retail Plastic Bags

How Are Poly Bags
Used in Retail?
Poly Bags are used in thousands of applications throughout the retail trade.  Whether shirt bags, display bags, 

merchandise bags, self-service bags for bulk items or any of the almost in�nite number of other uses, Poly Bags are 

a critical part of almost any retail business.

Custom poly bags usually offer big savings for those who buy in volume.  If stock bag purchase totals more than 

$1000 of any particular size, you may have an opportunity to cut your budget by going custom.  This may offer more 

precise sizes, convenient case counts and even options for printing.

Your cost per bag goes down with quali�ed custom sizes because the cost of warehousing is eliminated by “Make 

and Ship.”  Although we can’t quote a minimum quantity until we know the speci�cations, many of our customers 

have been surprised by the savings available with a relatively low number of Custom Poly Bags.

Have a question about which of our thousands of Poly Bags can best accomplish your goals?  Our trained 

representatives are awaiting your call, chat or email to assist you with selecting correct size, thickness, style and 

more

Keeping your products clean and visible for your customers with the use
of poly bags is nothing new.  This is a proven means of accomplishing
more tasks than we can possibly write here.
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Many of our competitors sell standard poly bags as live fish bags. This will "usually" work. Regular 
poly bags from Discount Plastic Bags or any other supplier will have occasional seals that leak. 
These Leak-Proof Fish Bags are guaranteed to have leak-proof seals. They cost more, but they 
significantly improve the chances that all of your live fish and coral will live and arrive safe and 
secure to their final destination. If you can accept the risk of intermittent seal failure, see our other 
poly bags.

Fish Bags ( Leak-Proof )
Specifically Formulated for shipping & transport live tropical, fresh or 
salt water fish and coral for either fresh or salt water aquariums, these 
leak-proof live fish bags feature reliable waterproof seals.
o High Quality LDPE w/EVA Additive (lends extra seal strength to prevent leakage.)
o Heat Sealable
o 100% Recyclable
o Good Strength With Gauge Matching Water Capacity Of The Bag Size
o Good Clarity
o FDA and USDA Approved - Nothing In These Bags Will Harm Live Fish or Coral
o Made from 100% Virgin Raw Materials
o Excellent For Transporting Live Fish or Coral
o Dimensions Listed in Inches
o First Dimension Represents the Bag Opening

Important Comparison to Our Competition :
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Grape and Cherry Bags
These vented, slide seal bags are perfect for storing green beans, cherries, grapes, and other types of 
fruits and vegetables.

They are made from a strong and resilient low density polyethylene material and have a generous bottom 
gusset that increases storage space. The bag has six vent holes that allow air to circulate through, 
helping to preserve product freshness and extend shelf-life.

o Strong Low Density Material
o Bottom Gusset Allows Bags to Stand on Their Own and Increases Storage Space
o Vent Holes Allow Air to Circulate, Prolonging Freshness
o Ideal For Storing Green Beans, Cherries, and Other Fruits and Vegetables
o Meet FDA and USDA Requirements For Food Contact
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The side gusseted version of industrial poly bags offer all the same advantages of their flat poly 
bag cousins, but with the added benefit of conformity to items. Whether you are using them as box 
liners, pallet covers, product protection, equipment covers or any of the literal hundreds of other 
applications, these bags will assist like nothing else on the market. Tamper reduction, shipping 
protection, product containment and cleanliness are but a few of the advantages offered by this 
inexpensive packaging solution.

What is an Industrial Gusseted poly Bag?

The prefix “poly” is used to name many raw materials of various chemical configurations, but the 
industry recognizes the lone use of the word “poly” to define products made from low density 
polyethylene (LDPE) and/or linear low density polyethylene (LLDPE). Medium and high densities of 
polyethylene will always be clearly described on our pages to differentiate them from these more 
commonly used products.

Discount Plastic Bags offers a huge variety of stock sizes listed individually within the categories 
below, but we also have the ability to provide competitive pricing, low minimums and fast lead time 
on your custom requirements. Simply contact us for pricing and availability of your custom sizes or 
large volume requests. Many customers have saved thousands of dollars by switching to custom 
as doing so removes the cost of warehousing.

Gusseted Poly Bags
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Merchandise Bags
w/Cut Handles
These are four of the most descriptive words that apply to our HDPE Merchandise Bags with die cut 
handles.

The low cube dispenser carton makes it easy to �t these bags neatly under your counter.

The HDPE offers high strength at a low gauge. This reduces their environmental impactª and provides 
security for your customers as they transport their new goods out of your store. The die cut handle is 
easy to carry, as it allows for an easy grip or a built in hang hole for a variety of uses. The lighter weight 
provided by the thin gauge means lower production costs, thus lower prices for you.

These bags are available in the following colors: Beige, Black, Blue, Burgundy, Chocolate, Dark Green, 
Magenta, Orange, Red, Rose, Silver, Teal Green, White and Yellow

Compared to heavier LDPE merchandise bags.
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Strong, reliable, convenient and affordable.
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Low Density
Merchandise Bags
Set yourself and your products apart by providing your customers with high quality 50 micron LDPE 
merchandise bags.

The soft touch of low density polyethylene is a nice touch when you don't want your goods going out in 
that "crinkly" high density stuff that is best known for its use in making grocery store bags

Both the clear and the white are made from the same high quality virgin material and include a conve-
nient die cut handle to make them easy to carry. Your customers will appreciate the extra step you have 
taken to protect their purchase in a quality bag.



Potato Bags
Vented potato bags are commonly used by supermarkets and produce stores to hold fresh potatoes. 
Since the bags are vented, they can prolong the freshness of the potatoes by allowing air to circulate 
through.

The bags are made of strong and �exible low density polyethylene and have generous side gussets that 
allow them to hold up to 5 lbs of potatoes. Printed 2 colors, 1 side with "Potatoes - 5 pound" with a 
graphic showing fresh potatoes.
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Vented Produce
Bags
Vented produce bags keep your fruits and veggies fresh
by allowing air to circulate around them.

DISCOUNT / WHOLESALE / BULK PRICES
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Produce Bags on
Plastic Header
Linear low density bags on plastic headers have outstanding strength and light weight, making them an 
excellent choice for a utility storage bag or produce bag.

Packed on a convenient plastic header pack for dispensing.

o Made From Strong, Light Weight Linear Low Density Polyethylene (LLDPE)
o Packed on Convenient Plastic Headers for Easy Dispensing
o Very Easy to Open for Consumers - Unlike Produce Bags on Rolls
o Can Hang on a Single "J" Hook       



Soft Loop Handle Bags
Made from a strong and economical co-extruded polyethylene material that won’t rip or tear and offers a 
high degree of leak protection.

The deep side gussets and square bottom help the bags stand without tipping over. This helps reduce 
the chance of spilling and allows them to be �lled quickly. The bags have an integrated loop handle for 
your customer’s convenience and easy portability. 
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o Co-extruded polyethylene for strength and tear protection

o Great clarity for a better product presentation

o Extra wide side gussets and square bottom allow bag to stand up on its own

o Ideal for carrying apples, green beans, cherry tomatoes, and other produce

o Integrated loop handles for easy carrying



Trash Bags & Liners

When it comes to Trash Bags and Can Liners, we've got it all. From light duty bags for tissue disposal to 
heavy duty glutton and drum liners for discarding all kinds of challenging refuse. It's all here.
Each sub-category gives you the gallon capacity and dimensions of each bag to help you choose exactly 
which ones works best for each of your requirements
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o LDPE

o LLDPE

o HDPE

o Black

o Clear

o Natural

o 100% Recyclable

o Dimensions Listed in Inches



High Density Can Liners - Coreless Rolls

Dust Collector Bags

High Density Can Liners -
Loose Pack Dispesers

Linear Low Density Can Liners

Low Density Poly Liners

Low Density 55 Gallon Drum Liners
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